Transforming
your pool space

Elegant and stylish
hard floor pool
covering system
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With and without covering

Convert from a wet to dry environment

Can fit around specific pool features

Introducing Pool-dek
Pool-dek is a pool
covering system
designed to convert your
pool house, pool room or
outdoor area, from a wet
environment to a dry
area, which can be used
for events.

Transforming your space

Simple transformation

Pool-dek comprises a bespoke, made to

• No need to drain the pool

measure, stylish floor finish over the water’s

• Average install time 2-4 hours

surface. The system utilises the existing

• Initial site survey and installation included*

space of a concrete shell or tiled finish

• Supplied worldwide (survey and

swimming pool, covering it and producing

installation available)

an individual floor surface to create an
amazing and unique additional event space.

*UK Only

With installations worldwide, we will work
with you, your architect, interior designer,
pool contractor or project manager to create
your perfect pool covering solution.
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Open up a completely new space

Designed to protect your pool

The Perfect Fit
Pool-dek is easy to
install, dismantle and
store, used in private
houses and commercial
premises for over
20 years.

How it works
Pool-dek is constructed using stainless

special cutting requirements. We can also

steel frames with adjustable feet, ensuring

accommodate sloping floors, steps

that the framework is level and ready to

and jacuzzis.

accommodate the water resistant deck
panels. Frames hook together without the

A selection of high specification floor

need of tools and are braced to the pool side

finishes is available to complement an

to provide a rigid substructure. We offer a

existing colour and design scheme. See

bespoke design and installation service to

page 13 for examples.

the finest detail such as edging, corners and
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Flush fitting system

Pool-dek Options
We offer two types of Pool-dek system,
a ‘flush fitting’ system and an ‘oversail’
system. The flush fitting system consists
of a brushed stainless steel edging, to lip
over the poolside coping.
The oversail system will result in an edge
finish that overlaps the edge of the pool, with
a 24mm graduated lip in aluminium or teak.
Oversail system
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Storage
Compact storage on wheeled trolleys is
provided which will pass through a standard
800mm wide single doorway.
It is recommended that a suitable storage
location is allocated, ideally on the same
level as the pool area, in order that the
storage trolleys can simply be wheeled
out when required.
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Key Features
Modular components

Finish options

Portable frames and decks allow

Floor finishes are available to complement

for easy handling and storage

individual spaces

Easy to install, dismantle
and store

Strong and secure

Sections simply connect together without the

a safe and strong structure

Robust construction ensures

need to drain the pool

Compact storage

High spec finishes

Storage trolleys can pass through

Aesthetically pleasing and durable

a single doorway

Multi-functional

Worldwide installations

Creates a dual purpose room

Over 20 years of experience installing worldwide
from the UK to Qatar.
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Total Project
Management
Whether you are a project manager,
private resident, pool contractor or
architect, we will work with you during
the Pool-dek installation process to
create a bespoke design for any event.
From Pool to Party
The initial stage of the process will usually involve a site survey.
After assessing your location, pool type and size, we will provide a
quotation. All components are made to measure.
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High quality
floor finishes
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Professional installation

Premium build quality

The
Pool-dek
Standard
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Storage trolleys can simply be wheeled out when required

Quality Finishes
Shown below are some examples of the various floor finishes and materials available.
We can accommodate other specifications on request. Phenolic and Accoya finishes
are for use with indoor or outdoor pools.

Birch Veneer

Phenolic

with Iroko hardwood edging

non-slip resin

Water resistant material to the underside
of the deck

Grey

Dark brown

Accoya
In a choice of finishes
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Pool-dek
Specification
• Designed and manufactured to
order using high quality Grade
304 or 316 stainless steel

• Our customers receive a
detailed plan for future installs
• Subsequent installations will

• No need for additional tools

take, on average, between

or fixings, system simply

2-4 hours, based on a team

connects together

of three people

• Fitted with large height

• System has been tested to

adjustable swivel feet, protecting

BS6399:1996 Part 1 and

the pool base and matching the

supports loadings of 7.5kN/m2

pool depth and profile
• Initial Installation included,
carried out by a highly
experienced team,
who will ensure a safe
working environment

• No moving parts - no
maintenance contracts
required
• Pool-dek can be used in fresh
water and salt water pools*
*Grade 316 stainless steel required
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Transform your
pool room into a
multi-use space

For friendly, expert advice call 01509 611021
info@stagesystems.co.uk
www.pooldek.co.uk
Pool-dek is supplied by Stage Systems, based in Loughborough (part of the Havelock Europa Plc Group of Companies).
Stage Systems has been trading for 50 years.

